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reinyectar
It means re-injecting, pressing a liquid back into a confined space, using a cannula, needle, or pipe.  Practice used in the
oil industry to return training water to its place of origin.  It is used when there is water with excessive salinity and cannot
be poured.  In Colombia permission is required to do this practice. 

reirse
It means mocking, sneering.

reitingerita
In Mineralogy is the name of a mineral of the group of oxides.  It is better known as Baddeleyita.  It was discovered in Sri
Lanka (formerly Ceylon) by Joseph Baddeley.

reírse
Mock, Jeer.

reírse de alguien
It means mocking, mocking.  Humiliate. 

reja
It means lattice, fence, fence, wire fence, cancels.  In Colombia it is a type of metal enclosed, metal fence that encloses
a property.  In Colombia it is also a type of metal door that is closed vertically by winding system.  

rejalgar
It's the name of a mineral.  Corresponds to an Arsenic sulfide, It is intense red and earthy and opaque appearance.  Its
chemical formula is AsS. 

rejalgar
It is the name of a mineral.  It corresponds to an arsenic sulfide, It is of intense red color and of earthy and opaque
appearance.  Its chemical formula is AsS.  The word is of Arabic origin and means "dust from the cave".  

rejchisa
It is the name of a group of plants of the genus Tillandsia.  They belong to the Bromeliaceae family.  Almost all are
parasitic (epiphytes).  They are also called blue plants.

rejencia
The correct term is regency, with g .  It means that you are under the command or direction of something or someone
(may refer to a monarch, king or starsign).  It means mandate, leadership, government, guidance, direction.  Type of
political subdivision in Indonesian provinces.  Name of a French art style.  Name of an English period that lasted a
decade between 1811 and 1820, characterized by the government of a prince (George IV) in the face of the incapacity
of King George III.  Own architecture of that era.

rejo
Colombia is a strip, ribbon or rope made of leather from beef and which is used in livestock.  Long leather cord for tying



the bulls.  It also means old, wrinkled.

rejuda
It means rough, hard skin.  Hard-skinned as a sme.  Very dry and stiff skin, dehydrated skin, dry skin uncured.  In
Colombia it is also said to rejuda meat that it has a lot of nerve or is very hard. 

rekin
It is not a word in the Spanish language.  Rekin is a term of the Basque language.  Means.

relajar
It means to relax, loosen, release, lax, relax.  It also means to reassure, calm, soften, mitigate, attenuate. 

relajarse
It means dedicating oneself to rest and comfort.  Relax, relax, calm down, calm down.  Rest. 

relajo
In Colombia it is synonymous with recocha, joke, joke, joke, joke.  It is also a game or informal dance.  Revelry or party
organised on an informal basis and without planning.  Impromptu party.  Jumble, recocha, stir, tangle.  Informal, is not
serious, crazy.

relapso
It means falling again or failing again.  Reoffending, re-committing a sin, crime or mistake. 

relauce
It is a term used in Chile, which is equivalent to what in Colombia is Pyrope.  It means praise, flattery, flower, gallantry,
compliment, flattery, praise.  Short phrase and caring that is said to another person to enhance their abilities, qualities
and skills.

relegamiento
It is the action or effect of relegating.  It means reject, defer, move, depart, cornering, repudiate, ignore, disregard,
ignore.  Discrimination.

relevé
Inflection to relieve .  It means taking someone else's job.  Replace , supply , replace .

relicario
Box, jeweler, container where relics, jewelry or valuables are stored.   Box or case to save relics.

relinchar
Make a horse sounds.  Voice of the horse.  Produce neighing.  Colloquially say things inconsistent or uncoordinated.

relinchos
Plural de relincho .  Call or voice of the horse.



relingas
They are the strings of the sinkers, strings that are used to make candles.  Cabos.

reliquia
Vestige remaining of a culture, an ancient village or a bygone era, also is any article, object or physical memory, that
belonged to someone who is revered or is considered a Saint.  Track, trace, rest, signal, souvenir, antique, antique,
Mummy, geezer.

rellano
A ladder stand.  Step which has a horizontal part flat, greater extension than the other steps.  Part or fringe flat in the
middle of a slope.  Terrace.  terraceta.

rellena
In Colombia is a sausage made with rice, peas and pig's blood.  We colloquially say black tubing.  You want to say the
Word as such, very it filled, crammed, flush surface.  It is also a synonym for fat, obese.

relleneras
In Colombia women who prepare or sell fillings or sausages.  Sausages.  You can also say fill or better fill ups, to wide
funnels that facilitate the filling of sausages.  Relative to fillings or sausages.

relleno
Materials that are used to fill, quilting, wallbox.  A player who generates high expectations and does not come out with
nothing.  Sausage.  That are used to complete a team but it adds nothing.  Quilted, inlay.  Where are arranged and will
strengthen wastes ( Filling health ).

reluctante
It means he resists or opposes.  Contrary.  Rebellious, Remiso, reluctant, stubborn, stubborn,

relujar
It can mean polishing, shining, mopping, polishing, greasing, waxing, embellishing (referring to footwear or a metallic
surface).  It can also mean makeup, grooming, grooming, retouching, beautifying, painting.  Action to paint your face or
make up.

remachar
It means placing or installing rivets.  Reinforce the security of something by installing rivets.  Crush the head of a nail
until it is inserted to the bottom.  In Colombia it means strengthening, reiterating, shoring up, strengthening, invigorating,
strengthening, consolidating.  It is used to designate something that makes a certain situation worse. 

remake
It's the modern version of an old movie where actors change but not the script. 

remamado
In Colombia means tired, exhausted, annoyed.  That has exceeded the limits of tolerance.



remanencia
It means that it is as residue, scrap, scrap, scraps, waste, slag, remains, excesses, remaining.  In physics is the ability of
a material, usually metal stay magnetized.  Capacity of magnetization of a material.

remanentes
It can be considered a balance, surplus of merchandise or surplus resources or income in a financial transaction.

remango
It is an inflection of constricting.  It means get or gather the sleeves of a shirt to be able to work more freely.

remansar
It means to calm, calm, quiet (It refers to a meander or bend of a river.  Sector of a river where the water loses a lot of
speed.  Ford, hole, backwater) .  Tranquility, calm, slowness, plight, phlegm, parsimony. 

remanso
It makes reference to a bend or bend in a river.  Sector of a river where the water loses much speed.  Ford, hoya, slow. 
Quiet, calm, slow, sluggishness, phlegm, parsimony.

rematadores
Finisher plural .  It may refer to athletes (cyclists, athletes) who are characterized by acquiring higher speed in the final
meters of a competition (finish, sprint).  Packers, esprinters.  In football, striker who keeps close to the area to take
advantage of goalkeeper failures or rebounds on the poles.  He kicks frequently, bouncer, egg.

remate
In Colombia it means bargain, sales opportunity, sales.  It is also the same as sprint, decision on a package to speed.

remedadosre
remedadosre is incorrectly written, and should be written as shadow is.  being its meaning: the correct term is shadow,
or an inflection of this same action.  .  It is a word used in Colombia to denote mockery, mockery, emulation, imitation,
parody, copy, fiction, infringement.  Shadow is also repeat with mockery and fool stop you just tell a person.

remediar sanar
action improve, cure, replace, restore, recover, heal, relieve a patient or patient.

remedio
It is a drug or substance that is used to cure some evil or disease.  Medicine, cure, antidote, potion.  Inflection of remedy
that means to cure, solve, correct. 

remenso
It is a way of doubling the insult, magnify or overstate the quality of least, gross.  Rebruto.

remera
Woman who practices the sport of rowing.  In Argentina, it means t-shirt, flannel, shirt without pockets. 



remero
Slave or person in charge of operating a boat oar.  Athlete who practices the sport of rowing.  Feather class of the wings
of a bird, which are the largest feathers. 

remiendos
Patches, highlights.  They can be arrangements on a deteriorated wall (reseed or plugged with gaps) or pieces of fabric
that are left over in order to plug a gap.   Fabrics with strands of thread to plug a hole or fix a tear. 

remigio
Remigio is incorrectly written and it should be written as "40 Remigio; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
name of Latin origin male and means excellent rower.

remilgo
It's a gesture that demonstrates many unscrupulous or very sensitive.  Self-righteousness, kitsch, squeamishly,
fussiness, mannerisms, delicacy, scruple, folly.

remilitarización
It is the action by which the army or military is taken back to a place where it was previously guarded and had been
temporarily withdrawn for some reason. 

reminiscencia
It is a memory or evocation of something past and pleasant.  It means memory, memory, remembrance, longing,
evocation, review.  In art and literature, work very similar or that brings back memories of another former author.

reminiscencias
It means evocations, memories, longings.  Plural of reminiscence .  Name of a song performed by Julio Jaramillo. 
Nostalgia for events that occurred in the past. 

remiso
In Colombia is the young man who, being suitable for military service, not present at the time of recruitment.  It is also
synonymous with loose, funky.  Person having normal physical faculties, does not work or tasks.

remix
It means remixed or remixed, mixed several times.  It is the name given to a piece of music that has been partially
altered with the authorization of its composers or authors, in order to make a new version improved or updated. 

remiz
It means drawn, colored, colorful.  It looks drawn.  It is the name of a genus of very small and colorful birds belonging to
the family Remizidae.  They are known as moscones and are only found in Eurasia.

remojé
It's a soaking inflection.  It means to moisten, wet, saturate with water one thing.  Soothe, water.

remojón



Bath or shower very fast.  Augmentative of soaking.  In Spain, especially in Granada is a type of dessert or sweet.  The
most common is the orange soak.  The soak is a sweet of Arab origin.

remolacho
In Colombia it is a way to call a redhead with pale skin.  Also to a person with very red cheeks.

remole
Brand of an Italian fruity wine, produced in the Tuscany region.  Name of an Italian Villa from which this wine comes,
with 700 years of tradition.

remolon
The correct term is remolón, with tilde.  It means he resists or opposes.  Contrary.  Rebellious, Remiso, reluctant,
stubborn, stubborn.  That makes you beg to do something.

remolón
It means lazy, acting with desidia.  Unhooked.  It is also the name given to the tusk that protrudes in some animals such
as wild boar.  Tip or crown of a tooth or tooth. 

remondillar
It means scratched, lacerate is superficially injured skin.  Desgarrase, escararse.  Peel, becoming hairless, scrapes,
abrasions.

remontadora
It is a machine that uses a shoemaker to sew or repair the soles of the shoes. 

remoquetes
Plural soaking .  It means aliases, pseudonyms, nicknames, nicknames. 

removedor
In Colombia it is an aromatic cosmetic product that women use to remove nail polish. 

rempujar
In Colombia it means pushing, get shoved, straining against something to try to move it or move it, arrempujar.  Either
push or rempujar or arrempujar are in common use in Colombia, but the last two are considered vulgarisms, so it is
more accepted and used to push.

remu
" Remu'h " It is a way to very colloquial and humorous of a Colombian to refer to their pay, his salary, his salary, mostly
when it is very modest. Means compensation, but as it is so little, almost does not breath nor to say the word full. Jornal.

remuda
It can mean large oars, referring to a beast that is strong and has muscular legs.  Herd of tame horses.  Beast of burden.



rena
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means peaceful, who loves peace.  Female variants are Irina, Irene, Rena,
Rina (Meaning they love Peace).  male variant Irenaeus.  Name of beauty product for straightening hair.  Name given to
very branched antler deer.  Reindeer female .  It is also reinnate inflection, which means grinding, macerating, crushing,
crushing.  

renal
Nephritic.  relating to the kidneys or the kidney.  Type of patient who has affected kidneys . 

renate
Renate is incorrectly written and should be written as "Renate, Renata." being its meaning:<br>Renate is a variant of the
feminine name Renata.  Renato male Variant.  It means he returned to birth and is of Latin origin.

renca
Renca is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Renca ( for the city )." being its meaning:<br>In Colombia is a
way of saying take.  A person who has one leg shorter than another.  Table to which is missing a leg.  Walking whine.
Chile city in the metropolitan area of Santiago.

rencilla
It means grudge, discord, dispute, disagreement, conflict, fight, quarrel, altercation.  Resentment or resentment that
manifests itself during disputes between known people.  Spite. 

renco
In Colombia it's the same thing I take.  Person walking with difficulty or small jumps due to a foot injury.  Person limping. 

rencor
It is a sentiment of hostility or resentment toward someone who has offended us or has done us damage.  It means
inquina, resentment, loathing, animosity, antipathy, dislike, hate, tirri.

rencoroso
A person who retains a feeling of hostility, resentment, or desire for revenge with whom he or she has offended or
harmed him.  That he does not forgive, that he does not forget. 

render
It can be a way to call a 3D representation or digital image.  It is achieved with highly specialized programs and gives
realistic appearance to the model or image.  In Aerospace science it is also a way to call a ship that is responsible for
transporting cargo, satellites or other smaller space vehicles or rovers.  You can translate as the one you deliver, give or
yield.  Transporter, home, carrying or delivering.  In the latter sense it is very little used. 

rendija
Crack or elongated cavity that forms in a solid body, especially a wall.  Glimmer, opening, crack, slit, slot, cleft, joint,

rendirse
It is the action of surrender, abandon the battle, be given up.  Chapter, submit, surrender, ceder, exhausted, tired. be
overstressed.



rendón
Rendon is a surname of Spanish origin.

renegado
Inflection of renegade, which means abandoning your ideals or your religion.  Profess offenses and insults, throw
curses, say oaths, all against something.  Name of a film starring Antonio Banderas.  Name of a U.S. television series,
released in 1992. 

renegociar
It is a business activity, through which a supplier and its customer, agree to change the initial conditions of a business
and that can benefit both parties.  In many cases, delivery terms, payment terms or interest are changed.

rené
It is a male name of French origin.  It means the one who is reborn, the one who revives.  It has variants Renato and
Renata. 

rengadero
It means hip.  It is the name of each of the joints where the thigh bone (femur) of each leg meets the pelvis.  Rump ,
haunch , drupe .  Buttock. 

rengíferos
Plural of rengifer, another of the names of reindeer or caribou.  You can also say rangific.  It is the castellanization of the
technical term in Zoology Rangifer.  It's the name of the reindeer genre.  Relative to reindeer.

renguear
In Colombia it means limping, walking with difficulty.  Way to walk due to a foot injury.  Walk from the renco. 

renoleta
It is the way to call the Renault family car versions, for utility or cargo use.  It was presented mostly on Renault 4, 12 and
18 models. 

renombre
It means fame, honor, reputation, prestige, credit, prez, notoriety, popularity, glory.  Recognition or popularity of a person
within a medium.  

renos
Reindeer is the plural of reno.  The reindeer is an animal mampifero also called rangifero or rengifero.  It is native to
Eurasia and has the scientific name Rengifer tarandus.  It is the family Cervidae.  There is an American subspecies
called caribou.

renoval
In Forestry and Forestry Sciences it refers to a renewed or young forest, usually the result of natural regeneration. 

renque



It means row or row of plants that make up a vineyard.  Furrow of a crop .  especially vine, but the term is applicable to
any kind of cultivation that is done by furrows or rows. 

rentador
Person who puts in rental, rental, or lease an asset.  Landlord.  Well that offers good profits or good produced (in
Colombia produced is net profit).

renuencia
That opposed to do something that we recommend or instructed.  Opposition, rebellion.

renvalso
It is the hollow or recess that is made in the door frames so that they can be recessed and jijas.  It is considered
synonymous with mocheta.

renziano
It means related to Renzi.  Concerning Renzi.  Policies or doctrines promiovided by Renzi .  He refers to an Italian
politician named Matteo Renzi. 

reñido
Inflection of quarrel, which means fight, fight, fight, dispute.  It means fought, fought, disputed.  Let it be obeyed with
difficulty and effort. 

reo
Guilty of a crime, convicted, imprisoned, sentenced, inmate, internal, inmate, captive.

reola
It means circle, ring, round, circumference, wheel.  Round. 

repara
It is an inflection of repair.  It means compose, arrange, rebuild, restore, rebuild.  Also can mean observe, notice, view or
claim compensation remedy, compensate.

reparar
It has many meanings.  It means to warn, to notice, to see, to look, to observe, to notice.  It also means fixing, redoing,
rebuilding, composing, recomposing, mending, restoring, renewing.  In addition, it may mean recovering, toning,
invigorating, restoring, strengthening, invigorating or remedying, compensating, indemnifying, amending, ingratiating,
healing, compensating. 

reparatorio
It means that it repairs, that fixes, that recovers, that compensates.  That helps overcome a ailment or damage. 
repairer. 

reparchado
It means that it has been fixed by using patches.  In Colombia it also means pothole capped (road recovery by plugging



or filling potholes). 

reparcheo
In Colombia it is the action aimed at plugging gaps or potholes by means of the patch system or small amounts of
pavement.  Covering of holes or potholes.

reparo
It can mean observation, criticism, objection, censorship, disagreement, strikeout.  It also means Lock, obstacle,
difficulty, inconvenience, doubt.  Inflection of repair, which means to fix, indemnify. 

reparto
Inflection of distribution, which means to distribute, manage, split, divide, extend, disseminate, spread.  Group of people
who play the various roles in a play or film.  cast. 

reparto equitativo
Means balanced distribution, all parts of the distribution are exactly equal.  Proportional, fair, equal, balanced.

repecho
It means small climb, short ascent, trepada of short length.  slope.  Short slope. 

repelente
In Colombia it means annoying, foolish, fastidious.  It means serving to reject, remove, move, repel.  Chemical used to
prevent insect bites, then makes them to retire by fragrance emitting.  That produces repulsion or rejection.  Repulsive,
disgusting, hateful, unpleasant, annoying, unfriendly.

repelido
It's a deflection of repelling.  It means rejecting, pushing back, repudiating.

repello
It is an inflection of crude, enjalbergar.  It means painting with lime or Carbide.  Whitening a wall.  Whitewash to paint the
wall. In the region Caribbean means wiggle dance and also grind grain.

repelos
It is the plural of cuticle.  It is a small WISP or piece which rises from the skin, leather, cuerito.  In Colombia also cuticle
is an inflection of repel.  It means scraping the pan with a spoon to remove until the last crumb of food.  Scrape.  Also
Peel is to find food or leftovers in restaurants to be consumed.  Leftovers, rubbish.

repercute
What effect, consequence, reaction, reflex, sequel, result, influencing.

repesca
In sport slang it is the same as repechage.  Last chance given to an athlete or team to continue competing.  Encounter
that is presented between losing or eliminated teams or players, to bring out a winner who continues in competition. 



repetidamente
It means repeatedly , which is repeated several times .  Which happens several times in a row. 

repetitivos
It means cyclic, which are repeated several times. 

repica
It is an inflection of ringing.  It means that it produces a repeated sound.  Touch.  To say that it sounds (a campaign),
you clinking, it campanea.  Pluck.  Repeat a sound several times.

repique de campana
It's the definition of slick.

repisa
It is a small piece of wood or metal that is placed on the wall to locate objects of adornment, usually of porcelain.  It is
also a piece of wood similar to the bar or limatón.  It is an inflection of repisar.  It means stepping or redialing, redial.

replegarse
It is a defensive move that consists of spreading or spreading.  Do not keep a single group.  Move, retire, transfer, flee,
back, deviate.

repleto
In Colombia it means very busy, crowded.  That you have overcrowding or exceeds its capacity.  Crowded, overflowing,
overflowed, crowded.  Also jaded, I ahíto, I packed.

replicable
It means that it is capable of being replicated or reproduced.  That can be answered, answered or contradicted.  You
may be susceptible to argument or discussion, which may be objected to, challenged, challenged or protested.  Alleged,
argumentable, answerable, objectionable, protestable, objectionable, rebatable, questionable. 

reportarce
reportarce is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Reporting" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
reporting ( 41 s;.  To say where information is, which is its location and work done.  Making report.  It means get, inform,
achieve, achieve, obtain, report, provide, warn whenever there are, contain, stop, calm.

reporter
It can mean reporter or report (news that is made from the site of the event).  Short news .  The word has English origin. 

reporteria
Type of journalism that is done from the place where the events occur.  Work carried out by the reporter.  Journalism
from the place of events.  News from outside studies. 

repostero
Person who makes or works in confectionery, who makes biscuits, cakes or cakes.  Pastry chef, biscuit, tortero.  In



Colombia person who answers everything, answer .  Person who replies, answers, responds or does not remain silent
when they say something, Respond. 

reprencibl
The correct term is reprehensible. It means that it is worthy of a reprimand, a claim or a punishment. Upbraid, censure,
chastise.

represar
It means contain, confine, state, stop, limit.  Stop a water course in a dam.  Prevent something from flowing naturally. 
By extension, prevent something from being displayed, prevent something from manifesting. 

representación simbólica
It is the representation of a Word, useful information or topic with a symbol, signal, drawing or graph.  Used much to
understand a message in multiple languages without writing words.  It is used much in the industrial signs and traffic
signals.

representante
It means person who represents.  In Colombia he is the political figure who has been elected to the Chamber.  Political
character of popular lesson. 

represiones
Rigorous way of dealing with a protest. Retaliation, retribution, revenge, revenge, punishment and reprimand.

represo
It's a repressive inflection.  It means contain, hold.  It can also mean, delay, delay. 

represoras
It means that they cause or generate repression.  Let them repress, dwell or harass.

reprimenda
It means loud scolding.  Vehement or exaggerated rebuke. 

reprimendar
It is the same as scolding, admonishing, recriminating, censoring, lecturing, diatribar, claiming.  It's the action of
criticizing someone for a bad performance.

reprobaciones
Plural of reprapping .  It means losses, not being approved or accepted, disapprovals.  Reproach actions or effects . 
Get bad grades.  Censorship, convictions, reproaches, studs. 

reprochar
It means complaining, scolding, censoring, disapproving.  Censorship or disapproval that is done rudely.  Reproach,
recrimination, scolding. 



reproche
It is an inflection of reproach.  It means claim, reprimand, rebuke, criticize.  Claim, recrimination, objection, criticism and
complaint.

reptil
It means that it crawls, that it crawls.  It is a class of vertebrate animal that has skin covered with scales (horny
epidermis).  They belong to the class Reptilia.  It is made up of lizards, salamanders, crocodiles, alligators, iguanas,
snakes, turtles and tuatara (sphenodonts). 

reptilario
It is a place where reptiles are concentrated for reproductive or exhibition purposes. 

repudiada
Repudiation inflection.  It means rejecting, descorning, censoring, discarding.

repuesto
It is the name of a new spare part, which is placed on an artifact and replacing a damaged one.  In Colombia it means
recovered from an ailment.  It also means that you have gained weight and that you are in full recovery after a disease.  
recovered, healthy. 

repugnancia
It means that it is disgusting, causes nausea or vomiting.  Physical feeling of displeasure over a bad smell, bad taste, or
the sight of something that may cause nausea or vomiting.  Sensation or feeling that causes repulsion or rejection. 
Disgust, aversion, antipathy. 

repujando
It is an action or inflection of embossing .  It means carve the leather with metal molds and a hammer. 

repujar
Make highlight special figures in a leather, with molds of metal sheets, giving blows with a hammer.  Hammer molds on
a leather. 

repullo
In Venezuela it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of a Spanish economist, named Rafael Repullo Labrador. 
Violent shaking or shocking, caused by the scare.

repulsión
Action and effect of repelling , .  It means trying to push away.  It is a feeling of hostility or resentment towards someone
who has offended or hurt us.  It means inquina, resentment, aversion, animosity, antipathy, resentment, hatred, tirria.  It
also means that it generates disgust. 

reputacional
Relating to the prestige, fame or recognition of a person.  Relating to reputation.  Relative to recognition or popularity. 



requeñeque
In Colombia it means something additional and annoying.  Complication, obstacle, difficulty.

requerir
It means claim, request, notify .  It also means to intimidate, to warn to exhort.  Demand. 

requete-
In Colombia it is a prefix widely used to give intensity to something (a qualifier).  Very, much, too much, exaggerated. 

requeteconfirmar
It means confirming outright .  Make sure that there is absolutely no doubt.  reaffirm.  Corroborate , ratify . 

requeteconocida
It's a very reteteused word in Colombia.  It means well known, exaggeratedly known, overly well known, too well known,
popular.  In our country, a place of extremes and complexities, we are given to exaggerate everything, so we use a lot of
superlative or diminutive at all times.  The suffix (very our ) requete means a lot, several times, excessive, exaggerated,
too. 

requia
It is one of the common names of a medium-sized tree.  It is also called trumpet, guaraguao or yamao.  It belongs to the
family Meliaceae and its scientific name is Guarea guidonia.  It has medicinal uses such as expectorant,
antihemorrhagic and purgative.  She's extremely abortive.  

requiebro
It is an expression that denotes admiration, praise or praise.  Pyropo, tenderness, alago, gallantry, praise, flattery,
flower. 

requintada
In Colombia means very tight, very tight.  Hard to let go.  Tied, tied, bundled.

requintista
He is the musician who specializes in playing or plucking the requinto. 

rervoltijo
rervoltijo is incorrectly written, and should be written as jumble.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is clutter.  It
means entangling, mazacote, mishmash, mess, mess, hubbub, jumble, scrambled, confusion, jaleo, Whirligig,
relaxation, disorder, chaos, stew.

res
It means semoviente, domestic bovine, cow, bull, calf, steer.  For hunters, so can the deer or the wild boar. 

resabio
In Colombia it means mania, custom, habit, vice, trend, morning.  Something we do repetitively and unconsciously. 



resablo
The word resablo in Spanish there. There are two possibilities for the question: aftertaste or altarpiece. Taken a noun or
is an inflection of resabiar. It means to induce a habit or a bad habit. Upset or desazonar be, prancing is. Altarpiece is a
collection of figures or carvings depicting a story or an event in a series. An altar decoration.

resagarse
The correct term is to lag down, with z .  It means staying, falling behind, falling behind, going backwards.  Walk at a
slower pace than others.  It can also mean entertaining, delaying.

resague
It is an inflection of resagarse. It means losing positions, waste time, go back, stay back.

resalto
In Colombia police lying down, reducing speed.  Outgoing, highlight.  Bulge that is placed on a flat surface, especially on
a track to force to reduce the speed.  It is the name of a technique to hunt wild boar.

resanar
It means fixing, healing, composing.  recover or give original and proper condition to something that had deteriorated or
damaged. 

resbaladeros
In Colombia are children's games that are found in the parks.  They consist of a ladder and an elongated, smooth plane,
inclined with side guards.  We also call them rhodium-roll, slide, slide or slides.

resbaladizo
It means that it slips or slips very easily.  Smooth, which slides.  That can generate or cause slips. 

resbalo
It is an inflection of slipping.  It means slipping, deleznar is, seep, skating, pifiar, fail, make a mistake, scroll.  Have a
setback, fall.

rescildos
rescildos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Embers" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is embers.  It
is a term used in Colombia to name the ash of firewood.

rescoldo
In Colombia embers is small, tiny embers or ash.  It can also be grounds, chip or residue of coffee remaining in the filter.
 Grounds, delete, sediment and residue.

resecamiento
Action or effect of drying .  It means dehydrating, drying by the action of heat or wind.  Remove moisture.  dryness. 

resellado
It means sealing again, reseeding or overseating.  It means sealing twice, placing one seal on top of another,



re-stamping, making sure something is well closed or covered. 

resentido
It can mean hurt, injured, affected, suffering from a pain.  It can also mean that you hold a grudge, spiteful.  Hostile ,
angry . 

resentimiento
It means resentment, hatred, repulsion, viciousness, tyranny, inquina, animosity.  In Colombia it is also called encono. 
Action and effect of resentment or resentment. 

reseñas
Plural of review.  Short summary.  It means, recession, summary, synthesis, summary, synopsis, overview abbreviation. 
It is also an inflection of outline, which means tell, describe, refer, detail, telling.

resequedad
It means very dry or dry.  Excessive dryness.  Excessive drought, dehydrated, lacking moisture.

reserpinas
reserpinas is incorrectly written and should be written as "Rauwolfia serpentina" being its meaning:<br>It is an alkaloid
extracted from the Snakeroot herbaceous plant with scientific name Rauwolfia serpentina of the family Apocynaceae. 
Traditional medicine plant china known as Shegenmu, Yindu, shemu.  Said that it was what Mahatma Ghandi was
taking. It is used to control high blood pressure.

reservado sobrio
Reserved, sober, they are synonymous with understated, austere, moderate.

reses
It is the plural of beef.  In Colombia stands for something.  Ruminant, cow, beef, head, Bull, cow, ox, channel, meat.

resfalin
resfalin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sliding" being its meaning:<br>I think the correct term is sliding. It
is the same as slides, slides, water slides. Children play in a park in which there is a ladder and a slide.

resguardado
It is an inflection of safeguard or take shelter.  It means protect, protect, guard, watch, shelter, Assistant, support,
defend.

residente
Person who regularly inhabits the same place or place.  Inhabitant, occupant, dweller, settler, neighbor.  In Medicine, it
is the name given to a Doctor who is doing Postgraduate or is in a stage of academic training in some specialty and who
attends a university hospital regularly. 

residuos
Fragments remaining after completion of a work.  Traces, remains, scrap, remnants, debris, waste, slag, fragment.



resiente
Inflection to resent or resent .  It means it affects, injures or hurts.

resignarse
It means to conform, to hold, to submit, to bow, to abide, to accept, to be patronizing.  Show meekness or tameness.

resilencia
It is a person's ability to face and overcome adversity and also learn from them to strengthen themselves in the face of
future new events. 

resilente
The correct term is resilient.  It means a person who promptly overcomes adversity.  Ability to adapt to setbacks and
adverse situations.  Resistance.  Ability to overcome traumatic circumstances.

resiliencia
In Psychology it is the ability of the human being to recover and overcome a traumatic event.  Strength, solidity,
strength, flexibility, adaptability, elasticity. 

resiliente
According to the Neuroscience is the person of greater emotional balance against adversity or stress. Quiet, calm,
phlegmatic, fresh.

resilla
It is a little-used diminutive of res.  RES small or low value.

resinas
It is a discharge or exudate natural plants, usually oily and aromatic. In Colombia we also tell resins to dental shims. 
Rubber.

resinificacion
resinification is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Resinification; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It is the
action or effect of resinic or make an application of resin. Varnished, lacquered. Resin is applied to the wood in order to
preserve and give very good presentation.

resiprocamente
resiprocamente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Interact." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is (
With c and 41 tilde;. It is an adverb of mode and means that there is reciprocity or correspondence in both directions. It
exerts one action over others and also receives them in the same proportion. Provided, fair and appropriate.

resistividad
It is the specific resistance capacity of an electrical material.  It is represented by Rho (Greek letter) or R and is
measured in Ohms per meter.  A high value reflects an insulating material and a low material reflects a good electrical
conductor. 



resistor
It's also called resistance.  It is an electronic component, designed to introduce a specific resistance between two points.
of an electrical circuit. 

resma
It is a measure for sheets or sheets of paper (folios).  It is equivalent to 500 sheets. 

resnero
It is one of the common names of the cattle heron, a bird.  Its scientific name is Bubulcus ibis and it is also known as
denim heron, ox heron, African cattle heron, heron, sungbueyes.  It belongs to the family Ardidae.  In botany it is an
unusual synonym of Datura, which is the name of a genus of toxic plants in the family Solanaceae. 

resoca de caña de azucar
It is the name given to different loas cuts or thinning of the cane.

resocializacion
Action or effect of resocializing .  It is the process by which a criminal is intended to recover before society, while purging
his conviction. 

resolana
In Colombia means sunlight, light energy from the Sun, sunshine, sunlight, reflection of the Sun, solar radiance.  Heat,
embarrassment, glare, clarity.  It usually refers to the light of the Sun dimmed by clouds.

resoldo
resoldo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Embers." being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is about
embers. In Colombia we use the term embers to name ash which is burnt wood. In the field is used as an abrasive to
peel the corn.

resoplar
It means breathing hard or difficult.  Wheezing, gasping, Buffalo.  Loud breathing.

resorte
In Colombia, you want to tell that is elastic, that it can be stretched.  String, spiral, suspension.  Attachment metal spiral
that serves as a buffer.  It also wants to tell, influence, appeal, joystick, power, decision.

respaldatorio
In Accounting it is the same as support or voucher.  It is a physical or virtual document that serves as a support or proof.
 It means that it supports , that supports , that sustains , that confirms , that verifies . 

respaldo
It means the back of a piece of furniture or a chair.  Back of something, especially a construction.  Back, trellis.  In
Colombia it also means support, sponsor, support, guarantee, insurance, bond.

respetado



Inflection to respect .  It means reverence, honoring, appreciating, admiring, venerating.  It can also mean hogging,
obeying, or preserving.  Admired, revered, appreciated, revered, honored. 

respetos
Plural of respect.  It means admiration, reverence, veneration and fervor, honor, tribute, consideration, respect,
obedience, fear, fear.

respingada
It is an inflection respingar.  It means picking up or fluffing the nose.  Shake off, stand up, jump, skip, claim, bother,
growling, rezongar, resist, snorting, protest.  Small and slightly raised nose.  Chatico, born.

respirabilidad
It refers to the quality of a pleasant, harmonious, pleasant, quiet environment.

resplandecientes
Plural of resplendent.  Want to tell that shines, that shines, that produces glow.   Shine, glisten, flashing, Excel, Excel,
note.

resplandor
It means brightness, light, splendor, luminosity or scintillation. 

resplandores
It is the plural of glow.  Get momentary light.  It means lightning, light, glare, brightness, Flash, blink, brightness, clarity,
splendor, gloss, glory, Majesty, dignity, notoriety.

responsabilizo
It is an inflection of responsibility. Means compromise, force, take responsibility to someone the result of management.
Invest liability. Generate commitment.

respuesta parafraseada
It is a way to explain something that has many words technical and convoluted, with simple and understandable words
to the interlocutor. Reply with simple words trying to avoid technicalities and complicated words.

resquebrajarse
It means splitting, breaking, splintering, cracking, cracking, fracturing, cracking, cracking.  Figuratively it is to collapse,
fall, lie down, drop or be defeated.  Feel a lot of pain or grief.  Cry.

resquicio
It means slit, slit, crack, slit, slit, aperture.  Free space left between a door and a hinge.

resquiezo
It's synonymous with requisition.  It means slit, slit, crack, groove, slit, opening.  Free space that remains between a door
and the kiosk. 



restallar
Generate a loud and strident noise.  In Colombia it means grinding, making strident noise.  Crackle, snap, ring,
resonate, squeal, crack. 

restañar
It means to contain a spill of a fluid, to stop a hemorrhage.  Re-coat with tin, coat with tin. 

restaurada
It means renovated, rebuilt, repaired, recovered, fixed, corrected.  That it was subjected to a process of renewal or
recovery.  Inflection of restoring which means renewing, fixing, rebuilding. 

restaurantero
Person who owns or runs a restaurant.  A person who is engaged in the business in food sales establishments.

restaurar
It means renew, rebuild, fix, recover.  Undergo a process of recovery or renewal.  Leave as it was before, leave as new. 

resteo
In Colombia, you want to say what it is, the ultimate, the lags.  Balance.  I resteo in a game means that you bet
everything that fits.  Remains.  Inflection of restear.  It means ending balances.

restiado
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying that we are on the verge of bankruptcy, which is the last thing about money. 
that is going to run out of money after this expenditure.  By extension: the last attempt or the last effort.

restingas
Plural de restinga .  Sandbank that in the sea and by swell action can form small islets.  Reef.  In the jungle are low
areas, which are floodable.  Under. It can also be a kind of soil poor nutrients, infertile, acidic and sandy.  It usually lacks
vegetation and if there is, it is only low.  Arenal, peladero.

restregadura
This is the waste generated by scrubbing or scrubbing utensils, especially pots. 

restrigate
restrigate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Scrubbing you" being its meaning:<br>It is an inflection of
scrubbing. The correct term is rubbing you. It means rub, rub, rub, scrape, filing, ludir, sanding, raer, scrubbing.

restringida
It is an inflection of restrict.  Means hinder, limit, obstruct, reduce, prevent.  That is for a chosen few and not for
everyone.  It means limited, reduced, prevented, alibi, hampered.

resupinación
It is a phenomenon of adaptation of plants and particularly orchids, whereby their vegetative parts and it usually flowers
suffer a twisting, rotating, or entorchamiento (rotation of investment) or 180 degree turn, that facilitate pollination.



retacar
In Colombia it means harassing, insisting, persecuting, harassing, besieging.  It is also in billiards to propel a ball twice
in a row.  It can also be squeezing the contents of something, so you can fill it until nothing else fits (for example a tube
or cartridge). 

retaco
It's a turning point of challenging.  It means compacting something that is contained in a narrow space.  Tighten. 
condense, tac.  In Colombia re retaliating also means harassing, cornering, besating, threatening, insisting, instigating,
persisting.  It can also be a short and thick barrel shotgun.  In Venezuela it means plump, plump, fat and low stature,
chaparro.

retador
In the boxing slang is the fighter that challenges to the holder or a category champion.  Boxer who confronts the
champion intending to snatch the title in a fight.  Opponent or rival of the champion in a title fight.  The one who
challenges or challenges.

retagila
It is a vulgarism used in various parts of Colombia.  Common mistake by retahíla .  It means long sequence of events or
chain of events.  List of words, which are recited as a prayer.  Prayer, series, string, sequence, list, litany, rosary. 

retahila
In Colombia it is a series of phrases or words that are said in chain or Seguidilla, as if it were a prayer or a poem. 
Series, string, List, litany, Rosary, Retajila.

retahíla
It is a series of phrases or words that say in string or string, as if it were a prayer or poem.  Series, String, list, litany,
rosario, retajila.

retailer
It is a term of the English language.  It means retail, retail, unit, smaller or retail (retail).  Retailer, who sells for few
quantities or units. 

retajila
In Colombia it's the same as retahila.  It means string, sequence, streak, follow. 

retal
In Colombia it means remaining piece, scrap, trimming.  It can be fabric, wood or metal.

retaliacion
Activity that is exercised with rancor and as revenge.  Action that is carried out as a claim.  Revenge. 

retaliación
It means revenge, revenge, claim.  Activity that is carried out with a grudge and as revenge or revenge. 



retambufa
It means rear, butt, tail, ass.  Buttocks, buttocks. 

retamo
It is one of the forms in Colombia call a plant of the family Fabaceae, also known as gorse, broom, gorse, gorse, aliaga. 
It is a medium-sized, thorny shrub and has the scientific name of Genista scorpius.

retapizar
It means to re-upholster, change or replace the tapestry or lining of a piece of furniture or chair with a newer one. 

retazo
In Colombia scrap, piece or residue of material especially if it refers to a piece of fabric.  Cloth, chiro.

retenido
It is an inflection of retain.  It means freeze, stop, hold, restrain.  It also means keep, maintain, store, remember, seize,
seize.  Hostage, captured, prisoner, confiscated.  .

retentina
It is one of the common names of a toxic plant and considered weeds, in paddocks and savannas.  It is found in
northern Argentina, in Paraguay and some parts of southern Brazil.  Its scientific name is Ageratum conyzoides and it
belongs to the Asteraceae family.  It also receives the names of caángay, celestina, chiva, chuva, teatina, manrubio,
mastranto, susumpate. 

reticencia
It means distrust, mistrust, doubt or hint, rodeo, overtone has.

reticente
Person who acts with doubt, suspicion or distrust.  That is reluctant to execute something easily.  Leery, suspicious.

reticulación
It means knitting in the form of a net, forming a net, knitting in squares, quadricular.  Action and laticular effect . 

retiembleç
In Latvian it means retirement, retire.

retinol
It is a nutritional chemical compound also known as Vitamin A.  It is fat soluble (fat-soluble).  It is essential to vision. 
Retinoic acid. 

retinopatía
It's a medical term.  It means retinal condition, usually caused by diabetes.  Loss of vision. 

retinopatía solar



It is an eye condition, caused by severe exposure to sunlight.  Retinal damage caused by the sun. 

retinólogo
He is a Physician specializing in Ophthology and Retinology.  Physician who specializes in the treatment of retinal
conditions.  The specialization is usually called Vitreous and Retina Land Surgery.

retirarse
It can mean going away, moving to another place, leaving.  Also in Colombia is to retire, retirement.

retiro
It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Antioquia in Colombia.  As a noun it means stage in which stops
work, pension, retirement.  That has ceased to exercise their craft or activity.  It is also a place isolated, secluded, where
there aren't many people.  Turning to retire.  It means retirement, retire, isolate, separate, separate, isolated, away,
leave, leave.

retículo
Net or bonnet, is the second of the stomach compartments of ruminants.  Network of membranes within a cell.  fabric in
the form of a network.  Threads or crossed lines that are put in the spotlights of some optical devices. 

reto
It means challenge or provocation.  Threat, reprimand, mourning or anger.  Obstacle that arises and that must be
overcome to obtain success.  Action and effect of challenging, which means to provoke . 

retobada
Woman or person stubborn, capricious.  It means stubborn, stubborn, stubborn, persistent. 

retobado
It means stubborn, tenacious, foolish.  Stubborn, capricious. 

retobar
It means protesting, disobeying, rezoning, resisting obeying, rebelling.  It also means especially in Argentina to line,
upholster, cover. 

retoños
Colloquial way to call the children or heirs.  New branches or fabrics of a plant.  Shoots, stems, new ones, buds, buttons,
buds.

retorio
It is said action or activity that generate us a challenge. Complication, obstacle, challenge, challenge, threat, Guv'nor.

retorsijones
retorsijones is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cramps" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is cramps.
They are the spasms, retorcijos produced by pain, usually from the stomach or belly. Colic.



retos
Achievements difficult to achieve, goals that require sacrifices to achieve them.  Difficulties, challenges.  It also means
provocations, threats.

retosones
retosones is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Retozones" as meaning:<br>The correct term is retozones. It
is the plural of frolicsome. It is a qualifying adjective meaning brincón, jumping, playful, correlon, restless. Romp is also
delivered to the passions and the foreplay.

retozar
It means fiddling, running, jumping, jumping.  have fun.  Caress each other a couple.  It is also taken as a synonym for
resting or relaxing. 

retozón
It means dynamic, active, lively, playful, naughty, corner. 

retractarse
It means repent of something that was said above.  Change your mind and admit publicly.  Amend, repent, revoke,
cancel.

retraimiento
Action or effect of retracting or retracting .  Action demonstrating a shrinkage of a tissue, muscle or organ.  In
Psychology it is an attitude that reflects fear or reserve.  Timidity, fear, reserve.  Depart from social treatment. 
Loneliness, isolation.

retraso
It means delay, delay, extension, delay, delay, suspension, postponement.  In psychological aspect is slow at reasoning.

retratar
In Colombia it is the same as photographing, drawing, printing.  Make an image or an effigy.  It can also mean
describing, reviewing or recounting.

retráctiles
Plural of retractable .  It means that it can stretch or lengthen and then retract, shrink, hide or collect.  They can be
hidden or hidden.

retreta
It can be a follow-up of musical performances by a band.  Musical performance of a war band.  Repertoire.  In Colombia
something that is repeated several times.  In the militia is the touch of withdrawal or to indicate that everyone should
retreat to sleep.

retrete
Dependence of the home intended for physiological needs such as urination and defecation.  In Colombia is
synonymous with bathroom, sanitary, water, latrine, toilet, toilet, service, basin, WC.



retrocohete
It is a type of gas ejection and appliances that allow it, which are used for landing rockets or specialized ship types. 
Nozzle through which pressure gases come out.

retrodecir
Retrodecir is to explain how something happened.  It is expand the concept that is a fact taken place and expand some
important details.

retronimo
The correct term is retronimo, with tilde.  It means outdated or old-fashioned term, which was modified.  Term that must
be supplemented to clarify it.  It usually requires a complement to be accurate the definition that is intended, since it is
considered that by modernity has been modified.  A classic example is guitar : before the invention of the electric guitar
it was not necessary to specify the type of guitar, that is why today to refer to a common or classical guitar, we must use
as a retronimo : acoustic guitar, to be able to differentiate .

retropié
It is the front part of the foot, made up of the phalanges and metatarsus.  Tip of the feet. 

retrospectivo
It means looking back, looking back.  That allows you to look back.  Rearview.  Summary of what has happened. 
Comparison of the current, with what happened before.  Relationship or list of previously events.

retrotraimiento
It is the action or effect of back.  It means clam is, become nostalgic, evoking the past, remember.  Abstract, drink.  It
means back to the past.

retroviral
It is a special kind of virus, responsible for some kinds of cancers and AIDS.  They are characterized by being
single-catechars of positive polarity and to replicate use an enzyme called retrotranscriptase or reverse transcriptase. 
They belong to the family Retroviridae .

retrógrada
In Colombia it means traditional, obsolete, outdated, conservative, party of customs and traditions, enemy of
modernization and innovation.

retrónimo
A retronym is a term that has had to be modified, complemented or updated in our language, to be more precise, due to
scientific progress or development of some implement or device.  Confusion is avoided. 

retruecano
The correct term is pun.  It is a figure of speech by which changes the order of words, completely changing the meaning
of what they initially wanted to tell.  Calambur, infused, lying, gossip.  Misrepresentation.

retuitear
It is the action of forwarding a message received by Twitter. 



retwit
It is the way to call a message read, copied and forwarded on the social network Twitter.  Not to be confused with
tweeter, which is a kind of speaker.

reubicar
It means changing something or someone from where you were initially located.  Change location .  At work, it means
changing workplaces. 

reubicarse
It is the action of changing location or site, to get some advantages or benefits.  Find a new location. 

reuel
It is another of the names with which Hozab, Jetro or Tróro, a character of the Holy Bible in the Old Testament, was
known.  He was a priest.

reuma
In Colombia it is a way of calling a condition that is characterized by pain in the bones and joints.  Rheumatism. 
Stiffness and pain caused by inflammation, degeneration or alterations of the tissues that form the muscles and tendons.

reumatismo
In the way of calling a condition that is characterized by pain in the bones and joints.  Rheumatism.  Stiffness and pain
caused by inflammation, degeneration or alterations of the tissues that form the muscles and tendons.

reurbanización
It means to redeveloped, to urbanize again.  Change the appearance of an urban area, usually depressed, for a more
modern and better architectural elements, which provide greater amenities and services to its residents. 

reusable
It means that it can be reused. 

reuza
It can be an error when querying by reuse, from the verb reuse which means to reuse, reuse, use again.  REUZA, so
with z, is in Chile an organization or recycling center, which also sells or trades natural organic products of various
types.

revacho
revacho is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Remacho" as meaning:<br>I think they ask for remacho. It is an
inflection of riveting. It means confirming, reaffirm, support. It is also the action of placing rivets in a work.

revani
It is the name in Turkish for a sweet prepared with semolina soaked in syrup.  Ravani is said in Greek and Arabic is
Basbousa, where also he said Hareesa.  They can be covered with walnut or coconut.

revegetación



It is the action by which new vegetation is established in a field that had been deforested.  Re-establish vegetation or
plant cover. 

revejido
Reviejo.  Person that ages fast or who looks older than it has.  Person who although size is low is pretty old.  Adult
person but with the body of the child or adolescent.  Not showing the age that has for its size.  Dwarf.

revelación
It is the action or effect of revealing, which means unveiling, discovering, discovering, making known.  Discover
something secret or hidden.  Manifestation of God, to men.  

revelado
It is the action that the photographer performs through chemical processes and the use of photography paper, to obtain
an image.  It is made in a dark room. 

revelizamiento
revelizamiento is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Develizamiento." being its meaning:<br>You want to tell,
reveal, show, discover. I think they asked for Develizamiento, it is the action of develizar, remove or run a veil. Remove
a veil. These terms are used in the Ecuador.

revena
In Spain, it is a company dedicated to the manufacture and marketing of grocery supplier machines.  It's also a relinder
inflection.  In Agriculture and Gardening is the activity of obtaining new shoots or buds through cuts and pruning. 
Regrowth of a graft.

revendedor
It is a type of hoarder who buy products, utensils, tickets or tickets for events in large numbers, in order to speculate with
them and then offer them to end users at a higher price.  Speculator, Hoarder.

revenga
It is the name of a town in the Province of Segovia in Spain.  Inflection of revenir which means to get soft and maily
because of excessive humidity. 

revenido
In Colombia it means last, damaged, expired, moldy, I expired, rotten.  Food that is affected by fungi, bacteria and
moisture.  Melted by the heat and humidity.

reventar a alguien
In Colombia burst is outputting blood through the nostrils by a slap.  It is also disturbing her until it explode in anger or
make him resign.  Damage, harm, weaken, exasperate.

reverbero
Small bit to cook food.  Fireplace, stove, kitchenette, burner, small stove.  Burner.



reverendo
In Colombia it means priest, minister of the church, religious, father, priest or pastor.  Person who must be treated with
much respect, who must be revered, who must be acated or obeyed.   He must be revered.

reversando
It means going back, get back, recoiled.

reversar
It means going back, going back, going back, going back, going back.  In Colombia it also means changing your mind. 

reversazo
Driving back a vehicle.  In Colombia "patraseada" or "patrasiada", which means totally changing a concept or opinion. 
Deny or contradict something that had been said before.  In judicial slang, change a statement completely.

revestidos
It's a turning-up to coat.  It means placing a layer of one material on top of another.  It means coated, covered, covered,
wrapped or padded.

revirar
In Colombia revirar means address, taking someone defend, replicate, reply, argue, claim, objection, challenge, refute,
protest.

revival
It means reviving, recovering, re-emerging, reborn, reanimating.  Movement that aims to revive old or past customs,
styles or fashions.  Name of a musical album by Selena Gómez.  Work of memories or longings. 

revolcarse
Means give turns is the soil.  It is also synonymous with scrubbing is, scrubbing, twist, pull themselves, lie down, lie,
bedtime.

revolico
It means chaos, disorder, boiling.  Shouting , demonstration , march .  agitation. 

revoltijo
In Colombia it means scramble, confusion, mix, tangle, macecote, tangle, slum, mess.  Set of very messy things.

revoltillo de huevos
It is one of the names of an easy-to-prepare breakfast type.  They are the same scrambled eggs, parakeets.  In some
cases it carries other ingredients.

revolucionarias
People who do not accept Government or authority, or who want to renovate or improve what already exists.  Rebel,
rebel, sublevadas, raised or also innovative, transformative, renovating it means.  Plural of revolutionary.



revueltas
Plural revolt .  It can be considered as curves and countercurves such as a river or a road.  Bend, curve, turn.  It can
also be synonymous with insurrection, lifting, muting, riot, disorder, chaos, rebellion.  In Colombia we also use the term
to indicate that several different things are mixed or , combined within the same space or container.  In disarray.

revueltería
In Colombia it is a type of store or supermarket where it is sold scrambled.  Here we call everything about vegetables
and legumes scrambled, especially everything about the components of the sancocho (banana, cassava, potato,
rooting, etc.) 

revuelto
Mixing things in disorder and without coherence.  Rebellious, who does not accept authority.  That has no order, messy. 
Agitated, excited.  Liquid that by its movement lifts the silt.  Hair agitated by the wind.  In Colombia it is the name given
to the set and mixture of vegetables in pieces that are added to make the sancocho (cassava, potato, banana,
arracacha, etc). 

rey
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  It means a person who governs or owns.  Monarch, Sovereign, noble
title.  Main tab in the game of chess.  Letter of great value in the Spanish deck (12), only exceeded by the ACE (1).  By
extension, person who excels over others in something, main, better, superior, as.

reya
It reya or Burchardia is a genus of herbaceous plants, some of them medicinal endemic to Australia. His name carried in
recognition of the German botanist Johann Heinrich Burkhardt.

reyerta
It is a fight between groups formed by many people of different conditions, for example, police officers and students.  In
Colombia it means get, gazapera, rina, fight, hubbub, fuss, disputed, free-for-all, disorder, anger, pendency, skirmish,
tremolina.

rezago
In Colombia, you want to say something difficult to sell.  Surplus product or that was for sale.  Pending, surplus, excess,
surplus, excess, sobrero.  It is also a turning-point lag behind or linger, that mean delayed, weakens, postponed, leaving
pending, delayed, take.

rezandera
In Colombia is a woman who prays, that does happen in the Church (but living) muttering and criticizing others. 
Camandulera, pious.  Also told mourner to the Praying Mantis insect which is very voracious.  Mantis, Mantis Religiosa,
mamboretá, tatadios.  It belongs to the family Mantidae.   It is the official and representative from the State of
Connecticut in the United States.

rezongar
It means protest between teeth, murmuring, whispering, rumors, growling, grumbling.  Do something with dread,
protesting, grumbling.

rezongón



A person who grumbles a lot, growls, or grumbles frequently.  Who executes orders reluctantly.  That protests too much.

rezumba
It's an inflection of snozing.  In Colombia it means to buzz repeatedly and loudly.  Buzz again, buzz repeatedly.  Sound
persistently and loudly, close to the ears.  Resonate. 

rezumbaba
It is an inflection of rezumbar.  In Colombia, it means making much noise, rumbar, tingling, resonate.  Also whisper, talk
insistently to the ear.  Rumble.

rezungar
rezungar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rezongar" as meaning:<br>The correct term is rezongar.  It
means protest between teeth, murmuring, whispering, rumors, growling, grumbling.

rédito
It means profit, benefit, favor, profit, rent.  Profit obtained from capital income. 

réplica
Action or effect of replicating .  Responding immediately to something and usually opposing what was said.  It means
exact reproduction.  Same, reproduction, duplicate, facsimile, tracing, copying.  .  It is also an inflection of reply which
means to trace, reproduce, duplicate or also reply, reply, oppose. 

rhea
In the ancient Greece was the daughter of Uranus and Gaia.  Mother of all the gods.  Spouse of Cronos.  For the
Romans it was the same Cibeles.

rhegmatorhina
It means crack or crack in the beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Thamnophilidae.  They
are typical of South America and are known as battalions, sweet potatoes, anthills, tingling, tiluchí and fire-eye.

rhinomyias
You mean with flies on your nose.  It was the ancient name of a genus of birds in the family Muscicapidae.

rhinopomastus
It means a blocked or closed nose.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Phoeniculidae, they are
known as tree hoopoes and are found in Sub-Saharan Africa.  There are 3 species.

rhinotmetos
It can mean de-curled or denarized, noseless, cut-off nose.  It was the nickname by which Emperor Justinian II was
known. 

rhipidura
With hierarchy queue or large range.  It is a genus of birds, belonging to the family Rhipiduridae.  They are popularly



known as fans, for the shape of their tails.  They are only found in Southeast Asia and Australia.

rhizothera
It means root hunter or root eater.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Phasianidae.  It comprises
two species of partridges.  Only both and the species Rhisothera longirostris are found in Borneo in the Malay
Peninsula, Sumatra and Borneo.

rhodacanthis
It means pink or red eyes.  Pink or red eyelid.  It was a genus of Hawaiian birds in the family Fringillidae.  It is believed to
have become extinct before 1900.  They were called koa finches or just koa.  Extinct koa prick.

rhodia
Rhodia is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Rhodia; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Rhodia is a
brand of products used for oil contingencies.  They specialize in the manufacturing of fibres, fabrics and synthetic cloths
oleophilic.  It is a French company.

rhodope
Rhodope can also be used.  It is the name of a mountain massif that exists in Thrace, between Bulgaria and Greece. 
Name of one of the Oceanids daughter of Oceanus and Thetis.  Name of a regional unit of eastern Macedonia, Greece,
whose capital is Komotini.  Name of a type of moth of the family Bombycidae.  Its scientific name is Colla rhodope. 
Name of a class of sea snail.  Name of an asteroid (166). 

rhodopechys
It means pink or red wings.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Fringillidae.  They are known as
shrimp, they are two different species and are only found in Morocco and one in the Middle East.

rhopophilus
Who lives as a couple.  You like to live in groups or flocks.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family
Sylviidae.  They are known as Timalíes.  They are only found in China and North Korea.

rhos
It is the name of a region in the East of the river Conwy to North Wales.  It means in Welsh Marsh, swamp or Marsh.

rhynchocyclus
It means "with aquatic blackbird peak" (it is an anagram of the term Cyclorhynchus), with a shield-shaped beak.  It is a
genus of birds in the family Tyrannidae.  In Colombia are known as picochatos or picoplanos, where there are 4 species
and several subspecies (only speaking of the Rhynchocyclus olivaceus, there are 5 subspecies; of the Rhynchocyclus
brevirostris there are 3 ).

rhynchospiza
It has a finch beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Emberizidae.  They are known as crowned
chingolos, chestnut crown cachilo or aimophyll.

rhyticeros
He's got a wrinkled beak.  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Bucerotidae.  They are known as



chalks and are restricted to an intermediate zone between Southeast Asia and Melanesia.

rhytipterna
It means wrinkled heel.  It is a genus of birds in the family Tyrannidae.  In Colombia we call them grayish or weeping
plasters.

riachuelo
A river with little flow, a small river.  Diminutive and derogatory of river. 

riada
In Colombia, it means rising waters, an exaggerated increase in the flow of a river or stream, an avenue.  Avenue, flood,
flood, flood, flood, flood, flood, flood, 

riberena
The correct name is La Ribereña, the name of a restaurant in Arenjuez, in the community of Madrid, Spain.

ribete
Edging is a motif that goes to the edge of a fabric and contrasts in its color.  In Colombia we use it as a synonym for
tape, auction, adorno, addition, additive, added, edge, fringe, outside.

ribetes
Plural of edging.  It means that it is on the banks or edges.  It is also a fringe, trim, fringe, aggregate, addition, addition. 
The word trim, means evidence, inklings, samples, hints, traces, nuances.

ricachos
It is a slightly derogatory way of referring to people wealthy, rich, with solvency.

ricachos
It is a slightly derogatory way of referring to people wealthy, rich, with solvency.

richo
I think they're asking for Ricoh.  If so, it is the name of a Japanese company that manufactures cameras, electronic
equipment and office supplies.

ricino
Name given to the oil that is extracted from the Higuerilla.  It is also one of the common names of a shrubby plant of the
Euphorbiaceae family, of oily seeds and which also receives the names of beaver, fig, fig, tartar or mosquito net.  Its
scientific name is Ricinus communis.  Its seeds are toxic. 

ricinus communis
The correct term is Ricinus communis, is the scientific name of the plant that is considered the most poisonous in the
world.  It is also called Castor, castor, Spurge, higuereta, higuerilla, fig.  One of the finest oils that castor oil is extracted
from this plant.



rick
The name of a character from anime, which represents an alcoholic scientist.  Rick Sánchez is the main character of the
series of animation, Adult Swim, Rick and Morty.  Apocope of Ricardo or Richard.  Ricky.

ricolino
In Mexico it is a very popular brand of sweets and confites.

rictus
Appearance of the face that reflects the mood of the person.  gesture or grimacing of the face that reflects pain or
sorrow.  Semblant , face .  Appearance of laughter by contraction of the lips. 

ricura
Colombia is a way of saying loveliness, preciousness.  It is a mellow way to treat a woman very Larraín or family.  It
means to be trusted, if it is not, it is a lack of respect with the Lady.  Rich, sweet, beauty.

riczabeth
It is a name of English origin.  It means the one who loves wealth or power, or also the one who loves to help.  It is a
rare name that (as a rare thing) is used in Venezuela.  Name of a Venezuelan actress named Riczabeth Sobalvarro. 

rider
It's an English language word meaning driver, rider.  It can also mean cyclist, runner, motorcyclist. 

ridges
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a word of the English language and means ridges.

ridiculeces
Plural of ridiculousness .  It means it's grotesque or risible.  Cartoons, petty, insignificant.  Things or facts that cause
ridicule or embarrassment.

ridiculez
It means it's grotesque, irregular, extravagant or laughable.  Laughable.  It can also mean little, insignificant, scarce,
petty, derisory Colombia.

ridículo
It means causing laughter, laughable.  Which is also small, short or sparse, tiny.  In Colombia it also means rare,
strange, bizarre, quirky, ridiculous, scruffy, grotesque, outlandish, eccentric.

rielero
Person who works for the railroad company repairing the rails.  Person who changes or repairs railroad rails.

riema
It means dedicated to Johannes Riem, in honor of Johannes Riem, a German astronomer.  It is the name assigned to an
asteroid (1025), which was previously called by astronomers as 1923 NX. 



rienda
In Colombia and especially in the Coffee Axis it is a word used by the muleteers.  It means brake, head, jáquima for
beasts. 

riente
A person who lives a happy or smiling.  The one who laughs or smiles.  Alegre.

riesgoso
That can lead to danger, which generates risks.  Dangerous, risky, scary, aggressive.

riff
The most appropriate term is Rif.  It was the name of one of the five territories in which Spain divided the Protectorate of
Morocco.  Rif is the name of a mountainous and green region of North Africa.  It is a coastal region over the
Mediterranean.  The word is of Arabic origin and means border, margin, edge.  Not to be confused with Rift. 

riflazo
In Colombia is a very strong shot by a footballer.  Popping noise, metrallazo.  Goal achieved from long distance.  Biff of
the rifle shooting.

rift
It is a term used in geology, which means crack, cracking, elongated pit.

rift
It's an English language word meaning crack.  In Tectonic Pit Geology.  It can also mean disagreement, eavesavence. 

riga
It is the name of the capital and most populous city in Latvia.  It is also the name of a river and a Gulf in Latvia (North
Sea).  It is the name of a town in the United States in the State of New York.  The apocope of Rigoberta is a woman's
name.

rigidas
Plural of rigid.  It means stiff, strict, taut, erect, firm, tight, severe, austere, rigorous, uncompromising, unrelenting.

rigo
In Colombia it is a loving and familiar way of calling who has the name Rigoberto.  Very popular for being the familiar
way to call Rigoberto Urán a Colombian cyclist. 

rigua
In Central America (particularly in El Salvador and Honduras) as they call corn, corncob or corn tortilla.  Corn tortilla.  In
Colombia is the name of a plant edible seeds and medicinal uses.  Its leaves are used to wrap tamales.  Its scientific
name is Canna coccinea in the family Cannacae.  Also receives other common names: Scarlet rod, achira, chisgua,
achirilla.  rijua, maraca, Cuban platanillo.

rijsttafel



This term is Dutch (Dutch or Flemish).  It means Indonesian food table or just rice table.  .  It is a set of about 20 or more
small dishes in which there are various ingredients that are consumed with rice.  It is common in Holland and the Dutch
Colonies.

rijua
The name of a band of Rock and is metal of Florida.

rijurimun
In Quechua is more indicated rikhurichiy or rikhuriy, which means to appear, show, manifest, exhibit, expose.  They may
be asking for rujurimun or rujuri.  If so, it is a Romanian language term, derived from ruj or rujuri meaning lipstick, rouge,
lipstick.  Flushed. 

rikishi
It is the stage or sports name used by professional wrestler Solofa Fatu, Jr.  , born in the United States, but of ancestors
in Samoa.  He is a two-time World Wrestling Champion. 

rikolon
It is a form jolgorica or colloquial say " That rich " delicious, tasty, great, bacano.

rikuy
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It is a root in quechua language meaning watch, observe, see, see, browse,
scrutinize, perceive. It is part of many words in quechua denoting greater specificity on what you are facing or how.

rila
In Colombia it is chicken manure.  Also tells rila to a strip of low-quality beef or possessing long tendon or nerve.

rillette
It is the name of a French dish, typical in Le Mans.  It is essentially desmechada pork with salt, pepper, spices and
occasionally a touch of liquor.  It's a hot pate.  In Colombia and Venezuela we would call it a pig pisllo.

rimator
It means by verb, that he speaks.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Pellorneidae.  They are found only in
Southeast Asia and Sumatra.  They are known as ratines.

rimaya
It is a term used in geomorphology, is a germanism and means cleft or crack, long, narrow and deep in a glacier.  It is
one of the greatest risks for a mountaineer.

rimbombante
In Colombia means of much pomp, lavish, colorful, flowery, ostentatious, eye-catching, thunderous, Impetigo,
thundering, resounding.

rimense
It means that it is native, lives or relates to the District of Rimac, in Lima Peru.  It is also the name by which a follower of



the Peruvian football team Sporting Cristal is known.  This Peruvian amateur is also often called "brewer"

rimero
You want to say heap, pile, accumulation, tumult, droves, crowd.  A collection of many things in disorder. 
Agglomeration, montonera.

rimeros
Plural of rimero , which means heap , pile , accumulation , tumult , tropel , crowd .  Set of many things in disarray. 
Agglomerations, piles, piles, piles, accumulations, tumults, clusters, crowds, crowds. 

rina
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means peaceful, who loves peace.  It is a feminine variant of Irenaeus. 
Female variants of Irineo and Rina are Irina, Irene, Rena.   (It means that they love Peace). 

rinche
It means very full, crowded, crowded, stuffed.  It is a Chileanism.  In Spain and especially in Salamanca it means refuge,
hideaway, burrow, hiding place.  Small and cozy place. 

rincle
Series of people or things.  Strip, row, row, row. 

rinconela
Name given to a Jurassic fossil brachiopod.  They were bivalve molluscs of limestone shells.

rincón
It can mean corner, end, point where two walls meet or join.  It is also a surname of Spanish origin.  Name of a Spanish
municipality in the Province of Malaga, in the Autonomous Community of Andalusia.  Its official name is Rincon de la
Victoria. 

ringlera
Sartal .  A group of very similar elements that are joined with a string.  Series of very similar and united elements. 
Series, string, or set of very similar and followed events.  String.  chain.  succession, rosary, waterfall. 

ringleras
Plural ringlera .  It means row, row, follow, succession, procession.  A set of items placed in a row or row.  Columns. 

ringurrango
It means winding,, curved.  Walking or moving in zig zag or stumbling. 

rintel
It is a small carnivorous mammal of the family Procyonidae.  It is also known as cacomiztle or cacomistle, cacomixtle,
chicón, mico rayado, goyo, güilo and siete rayas.  Its scientific name is Bassariscus astutus .  In the Nahuatl language
cacomixtle means half lion or half feline.  It is omnivorous and nocturnal habits. 



rio chico ñuñu
Nunu in quechua language means mother, teta, breast, udder.  Wilali.

riobamba
It is the name of a city and a canton in Ecuador.  It is the Capital of the Province of Chimborazo. 

riobambea
It is a Latin term used as an epithet of scientific name of plant or animal and that means of Riobamba, native of
Riobamba, endemic to this region in Ecuador or dedicated to Riobamba. 

riobambeño
It means that it is a native of Riobamba, which is the name of a City and a Canton in Ecuador.  Riobamba is the capital
of the Chimborazo Province in Ecuador. 

riofrío
It is the name of a municipality in the Department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia.  In Ecuador is a surname of politicians
and men of letters among them, Miguel Riofrío, novelist and lawyer, born in the city of Loja (Loja province, Ecuador).  In
Spain there are less 8 municipalities or localities that are called Riofrio.

riparia
It means the riverbank or the edges of the rivers, the banks of the rivers.  Relative to the riverbank.  From borders or
banks (vegetation type).  Riparia is also another of the common names given to the grape, vine or parral (Vitis vinifera of
the family Vitaceae).  Also Riparia , can be a genus of birds in the family Hirundinidae .  It means bird that lives by the
river.  This genus belongs african swallows and planes.

ripia
In Construction it is the board that is placed on the crossbars of the ceilings to support the cake. 

ripido
It can mean sour, acid.  Sour taste.  They may also try to ask for the rhythm, in that case means difficult, tortuous,
laborious, rough, rigid, rigorous.

ripio
Sediment that remains after filter out the crude oil.  In Colombia we also say waste, grounds, rubble, sobrado, delete. 
Excess construction material that is used for filling.

riqueño
It can be an apocope of portoriqueño.  Boricua .  You can also be a follower or fan of Ricky Martin (Rickeño). 
Portoriqueño very cheerful or laughing.  Relative to Rico ( Surname or place ) . 

riquezas
Plural of wealth.  It refers to all material goods that are owned (money, vehicles, real estate, jewelry, etc.).  Opulence,
well-being, fortune, luxury, abundance, heritage. 



riquísimo
It is a superlative of rico.  Widely used in Colombia (and especially in Bogotá) exclamation point to denote great
pleasure to eat a dish or a dessert.  It means great, delicious.  exquisite.

rirme
rirme is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Laugh" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is laugh. It is an
inflection of laugh. It means laughing is, desternillarse, celebrate, enjoy, joke, mocking.

risco
It means stone, rock, pebble.  Rocky slope of difficult access.  Rock, rock, cliff, cliff.  Abyss. 

risgua
It is one of the common names of an edible seed plant in Mexico.  It is also known as achera, achurú, burdock, papantla,
cañacoro, maraca, achira, achuy, capacho, biri, cucuyús, juquián, chisgua.  Its scientific name is Canna indica and it
belongs to the Cannaceae family.  The name of a flour that is extracted from the same seeds. 

risorio
It means mocking, burlesque, it causes laughter.  It generates or produces laughter.  In Medicine and Anatomy is the
name of a small muscle attached to the corner of the lips that contributes to the expression of laughter.  Muscle that
contracts the lip in the corners.

risotto
It is the name of a traditional Italian meal prepared with rice that is added broth and other ingredients.  It is native to
Piedmont, Lombardy and Verona, in Northern Italy.  It is usually prepared in multiple ways and with various ingredients.

risque
Risque is also a word in the French language which means risk.

rissa
It is the name of a Norwegian town, it is in the municipality of Indre Fosen, Todelang Province.  Name of a region on the
Fosen Peninsula in Norway.  It is also the name of a genus of birds ( gulls), from the family Laridae.  They are seagulls
of the northern hemisphere.

ristra
It means string, follow, alluvial.  Series of chained elements with equal characteristics.  Line, row. 

ristretto
It's the Italian name for a strong caffeinated drink.  It means short coffee or short shot.  It's a very condensed coffee. 

risueña
Cheerful person, person who laughs easily.  Is he kept smiling.

risueñas
Plural of cheerful.  It means that the joy will note on the face.  Happy face.  Smiling, carialegre, funny, joyful, happy, fun. 



It is also a prosperous, friendly, nice, pleasant.

rita
It is a woman's name of Latin origin and means cute as a pearl.  Diminutive of Margarita.  In Colombia it is also an
acronym for the Inter-Agency Network of Transparency and Anti-Corruption (nationally) and is also an acronym for the
Francisco José de Caldas District University, in Bogota, of the Advanced Technology Research Network.  Name of a
Danish series on Netflix. 

rito
Own name of male of Latin origin .  Rita's male.  Diminutive of Margarito, which means the beauty of a pearl.  It also
means custom or habit that is always repeated without variations.  Set of practices that establishes a religion, to make
its cult.  religious ceremony. 

ritos
Sacred or religious acts.  Customs or a community religious celebrations.  Plural of the masculine name rite, which is a
diminutive or short for Margarito, mean beautiful like a Pearl.  Male variant of Margaret and Rita.

ritual
It means custom or habit that is always repeated without variations.  Set of practices established by a religion, to make
its worship.  religious ceremony.  Protocol, ceremony, ceremonial, liturgy, worship, routine, habit.  Series of steps or
habits that are always done and without changing order. 

ritula
It is a woman's name of Hindu origin.  It means beautiful woman, splendid or who shines like a jewel.  Name of a BBC
journalist, whose full name is Ritula Harakhchand Shah.  It may even present the possibility that they ask for ritual and it
is a typing error.  He was born in Barnet, north London. 

rival
It means opponent, contender, competitor.  Person who faces another either in physical or sporting aspect.  Who
competes with another in order to overcome or overcome it. 

rivales
It is the plural of rival.  To say opponents, contenders, contenders, opponents, enemies, competitors, adversaries,
antagonists.

riverdale
It is the name of a juvenile mystery and drama television series.  It is based on the Archie comic strips.

riverside
It is the name of a city and a county in Southern California in the United States.  Riverside also was the name of a
television detective series.

rizo
Curly, frizzy hair.  Colocho .  It is also a surname of Italian origin, specifically from Genoa.  It also exists as a surname
Rizzo.  . 



rizomática
Relative to rhizomes or roots.  It is a pedagogical model suggested by the French philosophers Gilles Deleuze and Félix
Guattari, especially for university education, which they propose should be open and flexible and complementary.  The
term originates from botany and refers to the, as the roots must grow, take root (anchor) and propagate in all directions
freely.

rizos
In Colombia it is the same as crespos or hair.  Cachumbos.

rizotto
rizotto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Risotto" being its meaning:<br>Risotto is a term that does not
appear in the dictionary of the Real Academia Española ( RAE ). The concept derives from riso, the Italian word
referring to rice. The risotto, so it is a gastronomic preparation having rice as main ingredient. There it different kinds
according to its accompanying ingredients. It is a dish originating in the Northwest area of the country, specifically
Eastern Piedmont, Western Lombardy and the Verona area, due to the abundance of rice. It is not a word in the Spanish
language.

rizófago
It means it feeds exclusively on roots.  It may refer to any kind of animal that most of its diet is root intake, especially
referred to as insects.  They are usually pests, as they are harmful to agriculture.

rímel
It is a cosmetic substance that is used to harden eyelashes.  It also aims to reinforce the color of the eyelashes.  It is a
cosmetic used to reinforce the color, curve and thicken the eyelashes. 

ríos
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin.  Plural of river .  Water currents.  Last name of a Colombian axfutbolist
named Hebert Armando Ríos.  I was officious as a doorman. 

ríspido
That is difficult or expensive.  Also that is a rough, rough.  rugged.   It can cause discomfort or difficulty.

ro
Letter number 17 in the Greek alphabet, equivalent to the p.  The name of an Italian municipality in the Emilia-Romagna.
 Name of Greek island close to Turkey.  Chemical representation of the density of the elements.

roa
It's an inflection to gnaw.  It means wearing something down with your teeth, ripping the flesh out of the bone.  Wear,
spend.  It is also a surname of Jewish origin and very propagated in Spain.  In Economics and Finance, it stands for
Return On Assets.  Name of an economic indicator . 

roba de llengües
It is the name of an ancient technique of fabric production is characterized by the dyeing of the fibers by reserve, which
consists of practicing ties that prevent the dye from subsequently penetrating certain areas.  Specialized dye technique
of fabrics very traditional in Mallorca.  Dye of tongues . 



robadera
It can mean traílla, rope or strap or also implement to plow the ground.  Theft continued.  Frequent and repetitive theft. 
Corruption. 

robalete
It is another way of calling in Mexico to sea bass or sea bass, mostly in youthful or intermediate stages in its
development.  It's also called taron.  Its scientific name Centropomus pectinatus, and belongs to the family
Centropomidae.

robalo
It's another way to call a sea fish, known as a sea bass, sea bass.  bass, robaliza.  It belongs to the Moronidae family. 
Its scientific name is Dicentrarchus labrax. 

robamaridos
In Colombia it is a way of calling the woman who likes to establish relationships with married men. 

robbery
It is a word from the English language meaning robbery, theft, robbery. 

roberta
Roberta is a name of Germanic origin woman and means the famous, famous maiden.  Female version of the name of
male Roberto.  The name of a musical film of 1935 with Ginger Rogers.

roberto dinamita
It is the name of a former Brazilian football player, whose full name is Carlos Roberto de Oliveira.  He was nicknamed
that for his powerful shot.  He played as a striker and was a member of Barcelona.  With the Brazil national team he
participated in the World Cups of Argentina 72 and Spain 82.  Twenty years ago he devoted himself to politics in Sao
Paulo. 

robin
Reddish layer that forms on top of the ferrugíne or calichous waters.  Caliche, iron-rich water.  Male name of German
origin and means the one who has fame, famous.  is a variant of Roberto.  It is also used as a woman's name.  Fictional
character, Batman's companion.  In Spanish it has the name Ricardo Tapia.  In the oil industry Robin is called to a
beginner or novice engineer (no experience).  When he acquires an experience he is called Junior and the experienced
Senior.

robín
A reddish oxide layer covering some metals exposed to the action of moisture.  Tartar, orin, heading, rust, rust.  Material
resulting in the oxidation of metals. 

roblón
It is a very strong type of nail whose head is planted to secure more.  Press nail, rivet nail.  It is widely used in
seamanship.  Strong nail made of iron or soft metal. 

robo hormiga



It is the continued theft and small-scale.  It is given in chain stores and stolen daily garment by garment or
article-by-article.

roboam
It is the name of a King of Judah.  It was the intermediate ascending generations between Abraham and Jesús of
Nazareth (16 between 33).  He was grandson of King David, son of Solomon and the father of Abijah.

robotizado
It is an inflection of robotize.  It means machining, production process carried out by machines or robots.

robsonius
It means dedicated to Robson.  Robson's ratine.  It is synonymous with Napothera.  It is the name of a genus of birds
belonging to the family Locustellidae.  They are 3 endemic species of Luzon Island in the Philippines and are known by
the names of ratins.

robustecerse
It means acquiring greater robustness, weight gain, enlarged, strengthened, invigorate, strengthened, Fortify,
consolidate, harden, thicken, solidify.

roc
Mythological bird of Persian culture, which in theory could in its claws raise an elephant.  Signal detection stands for
Receiver Operating Characteristic.  It can also be the acronym for Rate of Change, a change or oscillation rat.  Also
Roc, is the name that has been assigned to the currently considered the largest aircraft in the world, of Stratolaunch.  It
has 6 motors and double fuselage.  It can reach a total weight of 590 tonnes on take-off.  Artistic name of a rap singer,
known as Roc Marciano and whose real name is Rahkeim Calief Meyer. 

roca
It is a hard and difficult splitting mineral.  Solid mineral.  Stone, rock, Cliff, Cliff, reef, rock, beak, mineral.  It is also a
surname of Spanish origin.  Rock is the name of three different lakes in Argentina (provinces of Santa Cruz, Río Negro
and in the island of Tierra del Fuego).  Nickname of a Colombian footballer called Carlos Sánchez.  As an adjective it
means hard, rigid and strong.

rocallosas
Mountains of North America.

rocamadour
It is the name of a French town in the Department of Lot, Occitania Region.  It is also known as Rocamador and is
famous for its cheeses.

roce
It's an inflection to rub.  It means rubbing, rubbing, touching.  It means soft or light contact.  In Colombia, rubbing, is also
disassembling, removing weeds, detaching, knocking down the mountain.  Spray shop.  It may also refer to social
contact, exchange with other persons, interpersonal treatment (social rubbing). 

roceria



In Colombia is a very common agricultural practice consisting in the Elimination of weeds and stubbles with machete,
with a view to allocate land to crops.

roces
Plural of friction.  It means rough fight near misses, friction, disagreements, dislikes, disagreements.  Rubbing, friction.

rocha
In Colombia it is a surname of Spanish origin ( Gallego, although some consider it also of Portuguese origin).  In
Uruguay it is the name of a Department, a City, a Arroyo and a Football Club.  Name of a Bolivian river.  In Argentina it
is a town in Buenos Aires and the name of a lagoon.  It can be considered as a rubbing inflection, which means rubbing
the weed, cleaning and matching the ground to grow it.

roche
It's the name of a pharmacological lab.  In Peru it means shame, grief, ridicule, awkward situation.  It is also a surname
of Irish origin.   Famous surname of cyclists from Ireland.  Name of 2 locations in France . 

rochela
It means excitement formed by children when they play in Colombia.  Pomp, recocha, game, repellency, joy, joy, joy,
bustle, clamor, uproar.  The name of the estate of my grandfather.

rochelesa
It means native or from Le Rochelle (La Rochela), city of France.  Resident or related to that same city.   In Colombia
the word rochela means algarabía, disorder, chaos, bustle, algazara.

rocho
It's an arrevesada way or distorted say Jet.  It is used in the jargon of gang members.  It also means grandulon, brawny,
fortachón, corpulent.  Legendary mythological bird of large size and high strength.

rocín
It means taparo, poor quality horse.  Horse skinny and enclenque.

rocío
Small drops of water which are observed at dawn product of the condensation of the steam.  Water that is observed in
the plants at dawn.  It is a name of Latin origin woman and means having grace.

rockstar
It is an English language term for a rock star, rock star. 

rocky
It is an English word which means Rocky, peñascoso, unstable, that wobbles.  Do not confuse with rookie, which means
Rookie, primiparity, inexperienced.

roco
You mean fat, obese.  In Costa Rica it means old, old age, or strong, hard, rough.  In Argentina it is the name of a Rock



Band, composed of Felipe Colombo and Benjamin Rojas.

rocosas
Plural of rocky .  It means that it contains many rocks or that it is made up of rocks.  Name of a mountain range that runs
through Canada and the United States.

rocote
It is a common name given to several species of fish of the genus Sebastes.  They belong to the Sebastidae family and
are of great sporting interest.  They are also called goats.  It is also called rocote or rocoto a variety of spicy chili pepper,
but its fruit has more appearance than a paprika.  Its scientific name is Capsicum pubescens and belongs to the family
Solanaceae. 

roda
Tip or stylet of the keel of a boat.  Bonus or gratuity to a job well done and timely.  Imposed on the cattle.  It is also the
name of a municipality in the province of Albacete (Castile - La Mancha, Spain).

rodachín
In Colombia it is a metal wheel.  Diminutive wheel.  Rodachina, girándula. 

rodadero
Rodadero is the name of one of the most famous beaches of Santa Marta, in Colombia.  It is another name given to a
children's playground attraction, also known as slide.  Kind of slide or slide.  Site where there is movement in the mass
of Earth, collapse, Volcano (Colombian farmers say volcano also breakdown)

rodadita
In Colombia, colloquially, go down from Bogota to Neiva, to the Feasts of San Pedro, to the Reign of bambuco.  It is also
said sampedriar.

rodadora
It means that it rolls, that it rotates, that it spins.  In cycling slang, the rider who rides fast, who has great background.  In
botany it is a plant harmful to livestock, similar to thyme.  It is also called barrilla, charolera or almajo.  It grows in saline
soils and its scientific name is Salsola kali.  It belongs to the family Amaranthaceae.  

rodaje
Action and effect of rolling .  In cinematography it is the act of filming the scenes that will later make up a film.  Initial
period in the operation of an engine, in which many precautions must be taken while the adjustment of all its feet is
presented.  Controlled or moderate initial operation of a machine.  Filming, recording, operation, operation. 

rodal
Stand is actually the same as forest, frond, thicket, Grove or forest.  It is a set of one or more trees.  When there is a
single species is called pure or homogeneous stand.  In Spain they say stand to the guard who takes care of the forest. 
In Colombia we say Ranger.

rodal silvicultura
These are terms used in forestry sciences.  Rodal is the same as forest, thicket, jungle, set of trees, forest.  Forestry is



the science of tree cultivation or tree plantation management. 

rodamo
It is a word of the Catalan language, which means bearing.  It is also a brand of jeans or bluyines, prewashed.

rodamonte
In Colombia it is one of the common names of an ornamental tree.  belongs to the family Escalloniaceae.  Its scientific
name is Escallonia myrtilloides.  It also receives the common names of piglet, tibar, tasta or pagoda.  It's hard wood, but
it's left to work.  Nickname that King Philip II had to St. Louis Gonzaga, patron saint of youth.  Character of two works of
Italian romantic poetry: Orlando in love with Matteo Maria Boiardo and Orlando Furioso by Ludovico Ariosto.  Saracen
military leader who fought Charlemagne and besse Paris.  Name of the king of Sarza in Algiers.  It is used as an
adjective to designate someone very persistent, intense, persistent, tenacious, insistent, porfiado.

rodana
Concerning the wheel or the Rhône .  Type of strong and thick fabric rolled in a circle to place on the head and serve as
support for something heavy.  Cloth or piece of cloth . 

rodapaja
It is one of the terms used for tumbleweeds.  They are of several different species.  Also do you want to be called
Russian thistle? , plant or rolling shrub? o tumbleweed, also barrilla, abarrilla, capitana, salicornio, salicor, estepicursor,
pelota de paja or pebble.  They are plants that, when dried, form balls and roll with the wind dispersing their seeds.  It
means that it spreads vegetation over a steppe or flat sandy terrain. 

rodar
It means tumbling on the same axis, turn.  Rotate, circular, slide, roll, fall, spread, dancing.  It also means shoot, record. 
Will tumble, falling down a slope.

rodear
Rodeo action.  It means wrapping or turning.  Cover on all sides, cordon, enclose, circle, circle, wrap.  Siege, fence,
isolate, besiege.  It can also mean avoiding, avoiding, dodging, bypassing.


